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7.00LA QUINTA BREWING ROTATING HANDLE

Please ask your server about our current selection.

6.75COORS LIGHT | LAGER, GOLDEN, CO.
Coors Light is made with traditional two-row lager malt which is made from our unique high county barley and four
hop varieties. These are selected for their delicate aromatic properties. 4.2% abv

7.00TRUMER PILS | PILSNER, BERKELY, CA./SALZBURG, AUSTRIA
light bodied, ultra fresh, clean, crisp, refreshing, light spice finish. 4.9% abv

6.75CALIDAD MEXICAN LAGER | MEXICAN LAGER, LOS ANGELES, CA.
A bright, light-bodied Mexican-style lager with crisp notes of sweet corn and a citrus finish. 4.5% abv

7.00LA QUINTA BLONDE | BLONDE ALE, LA QUINTA, CA.
Poolside Blonde has a light maltiness provided by the Pilsner and Vienna malts. Light straw in color, it has a
moderately bitter finish. A true palate cleansing ale. 4.8% abv

6.75VUE HEF | GERMAN WHEAT, SAN DIEGO, CA
Bavarian Style Hefeweizen is an unfiltered German classic with hints of banana, clove and pear. It’s all in all
refreshing, and no fruit was added - nor needed. Instead the complex character of the beer is produced through
mastery, detail and authentic Bavarian yeasts.  5.3% abv

6.75SAM ADAMS OCTOBERFEST | MARZEN, BOSTON, MA.
Smooth with a roasty sweetness, and light hop character smooth with a roasty sweetness, and a light hop character. 
5.3% abv

7.00LOST COAST DOWN TOWN BROWN | BROWN ALE, EUREKA,CA
Dark in color without the heaviness of a porter or stout. For such a sophisticated blend, the taste is surprisingly
simple. It’s lightly hopped and features chocolate and caramel malts 5.0% abv

7.00LA QUINTA EVEN PAR IPA | IPA, LA QUINTA, CA.
Abundant aromas of grapefruit and pine, this IPA is smartly balanced with Two Row Pale and Vienna malts. Brewed
in the West Coast tradition of IPA’s, this beer is pale in color while balancing aggressive hops with a light malt
background.  7.2% abv

E X T R A S

5.00ADD A SHOT | ADD A SHOT
OF PATRON AñEJO or
JAMESON
MUST BE ORDERED AT SAME
TIME AS BEER

20 OZ Pour | add $2.00


